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Land Application: 
2016-1121, by NGC 
Builders (Narrow 
Gauge) to assess the 
site for feasibilty 
of a wind-powered 
generation station.
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I’ve long been interested in this part of 
Mount McIntyre I call Knuckle Ridge 
(from our Hillcrest home it looks like a 
knuckle). Accessing alpine in Whitehorse 
is generally by bad roads. The Fish 
Lake Road goes up high and it’s well 
maintained. 
The loop would be all season, avoids 
Cross Country Ski Club trails and it’s 
outside city limits. It will be popular for 
hiking, snowshoeing and snowbiking.
The beauty of this loop is it connects 
into a couple of multi-use trails built 
by Contagious Mountain Bike Club. 
Starbuck’s Revenge has been extended by 
their new Blown Away trail. The CMBC 
Facebook page shows that to avoid a long 
bike ride, people shuttle bikes by driving 
up the Mount McIntyre Road. From the 
Mount McIntyre Road, it’s about 1.75 km 
to the ridge via Starbuck’s Revenge.
The thin red lines of the North end ridge  
are hikes/snowshoes we’ve done on the 
north end of the ridge. Above treeline is 
really spectacular. Hiking along the ridge 
is neat, interesting and not hard (see 
photos lower right.)
A well marked consistent route should 
be established which would minimize 
disturbance, and avoid rock ledges. This  
will especially help in winter when snow 
can easily cover a path. More users will 
keep the path followable. The mix of 
snowbikes, snowshoes and hikers could 
be very successful.
The 1.7 km Horse Trail up the small 
valley gives very easy access; it’s 
potentially muddy at times and brushy. It 
should work well in the winter.
The Up-to-the-ridge hike is a 45 minute 
steady climb on a 0.9 km established 
trail until near the top where we lost it. 
It would be nice to have the last upper 
section as an easily followed trail.
The proposed trailhead is at the gravel 
pit. From it, a trail (dashed white line) 
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could use the glacial meltwater 
channel to connect over to the north 
end of the ridge. A trail connection 
(dashed yellow line) towards the 
Up-to-the-ridge trail would mostly 
bypass the road/snowmobile route 
(black lines on map.) December 23. I 
see that the quarry is a large block of 
land. Is this a YG quarry?
Anyone up for some hikes? 
snowshoes?

Peter
PS OCT 31, I just saw the above land 
application (inset map) for a parcel of land 
across the top of the ridge. More info to come 
when application considered.

Knuckle Ridge Loop, 6.7 km
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